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for this product! (Please note that the color shown in the video may no longer be available.) Taking it to the next level will be a
breeze with the performance-enhancing design of the Wazee Polarized from Native&trade;. Rhyno-Tuff&reg; air frames are a
proprietary high performance thermoplastic material. Proprietary composition of Cushinol&trade; at nose pads create a non-slip fit that
keeps sunglasses in place during athletic activity. Patented Cam-Action Hinges&trade; allow the temples to quickly lock into position.
Mastoid Temple Grip&trade; ensures the temple ends hug the mastoid bone (behind the ears) for a secure and comfortable fit.
Glare-reducing polarization treatment offers sharp and crisp vision with increased contrast and depth perception. Single
Snap-Back&trade; Interchange Lens Systems allows you to quickly and efficiently switch between different lens options. Anti-Ocular
Intrusion System&reg; is designed to prevent the lenses from dangerously shooting toward the eyes in the event of high velocity
impact. Available lens options (please see color name):
-Copper Polarized Lens - 18% VLT (Visual Light Transmittance). Suitable for moderate to bright sunlight.
-Blue (Gray Base) Reflex Polarized Lens - 10% VLT. Suitable for extremely bright sunlight.
-Brown Polarized Lens - 12% VLT. Suitable for moderate to bright sunlight.
-Gray Polarized Lens - 12% VLT. Suitable for bright sunlight. Best fits a medium to large face profile. Measurements: Temple
Length: 126 9&frasl;10 mm Frame Width: 132 1&frasl;10 mm Weight: 1 oz Lens Height: 40 9&frasl;10 mm Lens Width: 62 4&frasl;5
mm Bridge: 14 1&frasl;10 mm This product may have a manufacturer&#039;s warranty. Please visit the manufacturer&#039;s
website or contact us at for full manufacturer warranty details.
If you really love this product. Please click top image to go to product page and click add to bag to order it . ! .Have a greatest for
shopping today . ! .
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